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Switching and dimming module for d. DIN rail - Dimming
actuator bus system LCN-SH

Issendorff
LCN-SH
30000
2000001156469 EAN/GTIN

166,67 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Switching and dimming module for top-hat rail 4TE LCN-SH Other bus systems, dimming actuator design, type of installation REG, with bus coupling, number of outputs 2,
voltage 230 ... 230V, frequency 50 ... 60Hz, the standard top-hat rail module is ideal for most applications. With its 4TE it is nice and slim, extremely flexible with the LCN
connections T I and P connection and sufficiently powerful with the two electronic switching outputs with 300VA each.
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